
Easter: Sentences
Use a full stop (.) to end a statement. Use a question mark (?) to end a 
sentence that asks a question.  Underline the letter where you think a capital 
letter goes.

Correct the sentences below by adding the proper marks. The first one has 
been done for you.

1. Did you have a nice Easter? 

2. name one thing you ate over easter

3. are you going camping at easter

4. do you like eating hot cross buns

5. we will definitely eat a lot of chocolate eggs

6. have you decorated all your wrappers

7. easter is a great time to be around family

8. have you ever seen the easter bunny delivering the eggs

9. does the easter bunny have a fluffy white tail

10. spring is my favourite season
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An exclamation is a sentence that shows strong feeling.  An exclamation 
begins with a capital letter and ends with an exclamation mark (!).

I can’t believe Easter bunny came!
It’s Easter!

Write exclamation marks at the end of the exclamations.  Write full stops at 
the end of the statements.

1. My family decorated Easter eggs today

2. The most amazing thing happened at Easter

3. She counted that she had three white chocolate eggs and three dark 
chocolate eggs

4. The Easter Bunny came

5. The flowers smell nice

6. I love eating hot cross buns

7. My brother was tired after his Easter lunch

8. I got a pet rabbit for Easter

9. My grandma made six cakes for our Easter lunch

10. Easter has made me so tired
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1. full stop   

2. exclamation mark    

3. full stop    

4. exclamation mark     

5. full stop     

6. exclamation mark     

7. exclamation mark   

8. exclamation mark   

9. exclamation mark  

10. full stop
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1. Did you have a nice Easter? 

2. Name one thing you ate over Easter.

3. Are you going camping at Easter?

4. Do you like eating hot cross buns?

5. We will definitely eat a lot of chocolate eggs.

6. Have you decorated all your wrappers?

7. Easter is a great time to be around family.

8. Have you ever seen the Easter Bunny delivering the eggs?

9. Does the Easter Bunny have a fluffy white tail?

10. Spring is my favourite season.

Easter: Sentences Answers
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